SEA-EAGLE MOVERS & LOGISTICS (PVT)LTD

BRINGING YOUR WORLD CLOSER

SEML Provides Relocation services for households | packing |Removal| Placement|
Loading| Unloading | Transportation | Insurance Services |Distribution |Air & Sea
Shipment| Port to Port | Door to Door Services Worldwide| Crane & Lifter Services|
Wooden Crate |Small parcel | Cargo services Worldwide|
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Sea-Eagle Movers & Logistics
1. INTRODUCTION
Sea-Eagle Movers & Logistics, based in Islamabad and having its branches on all the
major cities of Pakistan, we have been serving the packers, movers & logistics industry
proudly since 2007. We are one of the most well known names in the Packers and
Movers market today. At Sea-Eagle Movers & Logistics we handle all your belongings
as if they were our own, we go above and beyond to meet each individual customers
needs, and with each new customer we continue implement new ways to improve our
quality of work. We want you to know that, as our customer, you are always right. All the
elements of our transportation and relocation services rendered are discussed in detail
with our clients during our preliminary meeting, ensuring a trouble free relocation. We
view your business as an investment in our company, not just a payment for moving
furniture. So, as your return you will receive ever it is you need from us, to make you
move smooth.
If your desires are at all possible, we will perform them to the utmost of our abilities.
Most of all we guarantee our services to the fullest if it is determined that we have not
met the requirements, to give you outstanding customer service attention or best of
quality work possible. We will give you our services at no cost! As a 24/7 family owned
and operated community-based business.
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1.1 SEML Operations:
We have very large team of employees including supervisor professional packers
loading expert’s drivers, and other support people. We are proud to introduce ourselves
as one of the reputed firms in the packing and moving of household and commercial
goods. Based in Islamabad in
Pakistan since its origin, SeaEagle Movers & Logistics have
continued to be a leader in the
household
and
commercial
goods moving industry. We offer
a highly personalized service,
which several firms find difficult
to compete with. We understand
that your possessions are your
as sets.

We have a team of highly trained professionals, who take special measures to assure
the safety of the goods and ensure proper execution of the services and conveniences
of the customers.
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1.2 Our Mission
Sea-Eagle Movers & Logistics is dedicated to successfully providing premier logistics
services by utilizing the best people, best methods, and best technology. We shall
accomplish these high standards of quality performance through the active participation
of the organization's most important resource, our employee team members and
partner-suppliers.
We have the most modern fleet in our industry. Our advanced tractor and trailer
technology enables us to maximize our loads and provide ease of loading to meet our
customer requirements and protect our drivers and the public.

2. Freight-Forwarding Service Air/Sea
Our priority is to get the best rates and shortest transit time for your shipments.
Alongside, there are ever vigilant professional services for all your transportation
requirements. Most of all we
guarantee our services to the
fullest if it is determined that we
have not met the requirements, to
give you outstanding customer
service attention or best of quality
work possible.
Your time-sensitive shipments are
in the hands of our experienced
and professional staff. We take
special care in meeting the
urgency of each air shipment with precision, control and competitive pricing.
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3. Offices / Industrial Relocation Services

Our team takes care of all our clients possessions. A team of packers and movers and
professionally trained drivers ensures the safe delivery of the goods. We always make
sure that all the items are moved safely from one place to another within the stipulated
time. We have very large team of employees including supervisor professional packers
loading experts drivers, and other support people. We are proud to introduce ourselves
as one of the reputed firms in the packing and moving of household and commercial
goods. Based in Islamabad in Pakistan since its origin, Sea-Eagle Movers & Logistics
have continued to be a leader in the household and commercial goods moving industry.
We offer a highly personalized service, which several firms find difficult to compete with.
We understand that your possessions are your assets.

4. Transportation / Car Carrier/Crane Services
We are using excellent modes of transportation like: 16,18,20,40, 45 FTs trucks, tailors,
containerized trucks & car carriers. We transport cars, by providing specially covered
car trailers, all over India. We offer complete DOOR-TO-DOOR services, be it from one
city to another or even from one street to another. Most of all we guarantee our services
to the fullest if it is determined that we have not met the requirements, to give you
outstanding customer service attention or best of quality work possible. We will give you
our services at no cost! As a 24/7 family owned and operated community-based
business. We promise: Availability, security, savings, trusts, and insurance.
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5. Warehousing Facility/ Specialize I.T Equipment Services
Sea-Eagle Movers & Logistics also provides warehousing facility, if you require our
storage house to keep your goods with safety for days or months; we are always ready
to provide you storage space as we are
having a huge warehouse for all such
requirements. We also relocate and pack
huge IT equipment servers with best
handling services.

6. Insurance Services
In spite of our utmost care, some
inevitable natural happenings like
accidents, fire, riots or sabotage, etc
can cause damage to your goods.
But there is no need to worry about
it as we bring you the best insurance
services in India. For protecting you
from these damages, we offer
insurance coverage service. If you
take on our services of insurance
coverage then make sure that you must carry, insurance policy, lorry receipt with
vehicle no, list of goods/items packed and sent, insurance premium receipt and money
receipt for the payments made. We assist in fast completion of insurance paper work
making you relaxed and stress free. We have very large team of employees including
supervisor professional packers loading experts drivers, and other support people. We
are proud to introduce ourselves as one of the reputed firms in the packing and moving
of household and commercial goods.
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7. Customs Clearance
We are government certified Clearing House Agents, with an in-house team of licensed
customs and trade professionals. They are experienced & trained in local Customs
procedures and can provide advice on all import or export laws and regulations. Our
Custom Brokerage services offer total control on Air and Sea operation through online,
custom
feasible,
modern
infrastructure, which is operated by
trained professionals. To provide our
clientele other valid documentation
aspects, we expedite and liaison
with
various
national
and
international authorities. We have a
team of highly trained professionals,
who take special measures to
assure the safety of the goods and
ensure proper execution of the
services and conveniences of the
customers.

8. Logistics Services
Sea-Eagle Movers & Logistics offers comprehensive LCL and FCL Ocean Freight
services on all main trade lane routes to and from Pakistan. Value-added services
include Vendor consolidation; Buyer consolidation; Garment on Hanger LCL & FCL
container options; On-forwarding, Warehousing and Distribution; Documentation
services; Project logistics; and Insurance, Factory stuffing, Multi Modal Transport
Operators, Infrastructure and Services Facilities at all Sea Ports and Dry Ports. We offer
services starting from ex works pick up
of goods for fairs, freight movement by
Air and Sea, customs clearance of the
shipments and time sensitive delivery to
the fair stands. Based on our volumes,
we are able to leverage very good rates
from various shipping lines for LCL and
FCL cargo. We have Contracts with
various carriers for major sectors.
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9. Fairs and Exhibitions

Fairs and Exhibitions are increasingly becoming grounds where prospective buyers and
suppliers can meet each other. Sea-Eagle Movers & Logistics recognizes the potential
of fairs and an exhibition have for any Importer and Exporter and has gained substantial
experience in handling shipments for fairs worldwide. We can offer services starting
from ex works pick up of goods for fairs, freight movement by Air and Sea, customs
clearance of the shipments and time sensitive delivery to the fair stands. We also offer
storage of the fair material for short and long time periods, re packaging and re export of
the shipment to the country of its origin or any other destination. Our Custom Brokerage
services offer total control on Air and Sea operation through online, custom feasible,
modern infrastructure, which is operated by trained professionals.

10. SMALL PARCEL DOOR TO DOOR WORLDWIDE
SEML offer flexible express parcel and delivery services in Pakistan. We also provide
door-to-door express parcel delivery as standard. We offer small parcel, Excess
baggage, households, Gifts, Garments, Books, Samples parcel collection and delivery
from all locations and we only work
with the best delivery companies.
Our parcel service offers both
business and home delivery, and its
so easy to arrange any parcel
delivery with Sea Eagle Logistics.
Compare our parcel delivery prices,
and book our express delivery
collection service that suits your
budget. we will tell you all you need
to know about scheduling your any parcel delivery.
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11. Project Cargo Handling Service Import/Export
Sea-Eagle Movers & Logistics undertakes unique and unusual projects requiring
specialized skills and resources. These include
logistics capabilities, precise timing, wide
geographical knowledge and global connections
to co-ordinate cargo movements from origin to
destinations. Most of all we guarantee our
services to the fullest if it is determined that we
have not met the requirements, to give you
outstanding customer service attention or best of
quality work possible. The exclusive Customer
Services Department working under the wing of
Sea-Eagle Movers & Logistics is always ready to
provide “Value Added Services” to all our
customers. While doing so, we keep them
informed by tracking their shipments at each and every step. We have a team of highly
trained professionals, who take special measures to assure the safety of the goods and
ensure proper execution of the services and conveniences of the customers.

Our team uses a variety of packaging materials, in
order to guarantee the safety of your goods.
Examples include bubble wrap, cloth, soft paper and
heavy cardboard. Once boxed, fragile and religious
items are identifiable to the team, via a stickering
system that allows such goods to be treated with the
right care during the move. One of the most critical
aspects of a move is the quality of the packing and handling of your effects. Our own
crews of professional packers are chosen specifically for their expertise and experience.
Our team uses a variety of packaging materials, in order to guarantee the safety of your
goods.
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CONTACT US:

SEML Packers and Movers are quick to respond, easy to deal with, and get the job
done right every time. Our goal is to provide a safe and reliable service that meets your
requirements.

Our location:
Islamabad Office:

nd

Suite # 18 b Adnan Plaza 2 Floor G-10 markaz
Islamabad
PTCL: 051-2354-777
MOB: +92 300-3693-184
E-mail: azeem@sepackersmovers.com

Lahore Office:
SUITE # 1,2nd floor, malik plaza zarar shaheed road, behind airport near Askari
10 cantt. Lahore.
PTCL: 051 -42-366-30585
MOBILE NO: +92-3324-936-312
E-mail: Info@sepackersmovers.com

Branches:
Karachi,Rawalpindi,Multan,Faisalabad,Peshawar,Quetta,Sukkar,Bahawalpur,
Sahiwal, Gujranwala,Sialkot,Jhelum,Heydrabad,Attock,Nowshera,Muzaffarabad,AK
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OUR ASSOCIATED OFFICE WORLDWIDE
Europe, Far East, USA, Canada, Middle East, South East Asia.

For more info:
Website: http://www.sepackersmovers.com/
Face book: https://www.facebook.com/semlpackersmovers
Twitter: https://twitter.com/MoversSea
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sea-eagle-movers-and-logistics2b3b5b12b/?trk=hp-identity-name
Locanto: https://islamabad.locanto.com.pk/ID_1258819216/SEMLMOVING-COMPANY.html
Bolee.com: http://islamabad.bolee.com/detail/seml-customs-brokageservice-1986100
Islamabadpages: http://www.islamabadpages.com/sea-eagleislamabad.html
Business list pk: https://www.businesslist.pk/company/245483/sea-eaglemoverslogistics-pvt-ltd
Business development manager: bdm@sepackersmovers.com

